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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning!As we were building the agenda for the conference, I asked that we consider finding an inspirational speaker—I was envisioning a rock star, a goddess of sort, someone who could really grab our attention and steal our hearts!Weeks went by and I get this email from Mark on my birthday asking if I would be willing to provide opening remarks on the 6th – that my inspirational comments were needed during these challenging times. I thought to myself, “Oh my, I’ve really done it. I’ve pushed Mark over the edge, and he’s getting back at me. Either that or he’s really desperate. And how could I say, no?”…Seriously, I didn’t think twice. And I said, I’d love to.Note to self: Be careful what you ask for!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What a year it has been! Back in January, I shared this quote by Rumi on a BizNGO webinar on chemical disclosures. I spoke about the value of knowing what’s in a product. So we, can have choice about which unsafe products to ignore.I was so pleased that one of the big takeaways this year was a win at the state level—CA’s SB 258, a bill that will require increased disclosure of ingredients in cleaning products. Congratulations to all who worked on the bill and to all who will benefit from knowing.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earlier in the year, I think it’s safe to say we didn’t really know then what we know now. Some of us may have thought: if we could just ignore turning on the news, we could take comfort in knowing everything was going to be ok…I think we were all surprised about how this year would play out…about how politics in America was truly going to unfold.For many of us, as the days and months came, it was one fight after another—to stay above the partisan fray, to know al la Rumi what to ignore, what truly was “fake news” and what was not. We kept focused on the important things: protecting health care coverage and access, not abandoning the Paris Climate Agreement, advocating for the Dreamers and the vulnerable among us, and the work we’ve long committed to--advancing safer chemicals and products—despite the many competing priorities.It was one thing after another….This year hurt….We worry for the children and the future of America and Earth.I wonder if Rumi would mind if I modified his words?I continue to believe the inspiration we seek is in ourselves, in each other, in the gift of today and what binds us.What can’t be ignored is our common humanity and the faith, hope and love that remains.



Who are they? How are they connected? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We simply can’t ignore the wisdom we’ve gained from those who came before. And now is not the time to limit ourselves, close ourselves off from the treasures of minds and hearts of those who will come after.I want to turn your attention to these babies. They have very different stories…came from very different backgrounds. And are at varying stages in their lives.As I tell you more about them, I want to invite you to think about your own stories and how you got here today.For now, I’ll give you a hint: one’s a daring dame, the other a soon to be darling duchess, the other a die-hard director.I really didn’t want to disappoint you today. You’re about to hear from baby #1, the elder of the three.I saw Jane in person at the Earth to Paris event in December 2015 when the Paris Climate Agreement was days away from being signed. I was star-strucked. A WOMAN PIONEER! Though she couldn’t come in person, I thought each of you deserved a rock star to be inspired by. 



 

 

Jane Goodall - Mother Earth 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click “Mother Earth” above to go to video. (right click for web address/link).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48mxaQtbUdU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48mxaQtbUdU


On Jane 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jane Goodall is now 83 years old. She doesn’t spend much time in Africa anymore but she travels the world giving speeches on various topics. No signs of her stopping.With just a sense of curiosity and love of animals, Jane embarked on an adventure to learn and live among chimpanzees in her early 20s. Her discoveries helped to transform how we human beings understood ourselves: No longer the sole life form who utilized tools, superior among the rest.What inspires me most was how she observed—in the wild and over a long period of time. She lived among them, saw the good and gentle aspects of chimpanzee behavior as well as the horror and violence, including infanticide. But she not only observed—she embraced. She will tell you how she loved David Graybeard. Mr. Greybeard was the first chimpanzee to trust her, bring her in the fold, and who she first witnessed using a tool, a stripped branch he stuck into a hole to get termites out to eat.Honored as a UN Messenger of Peace, she continues to bring inspiration and messages of hope, encouraging us to commit to small acts of kindness each and every day.What would we know today of ourselves and our place in the wild without her?



On Meghan 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to now turn your attention to another woman, much younger and of mixed-race, her father Caucasian, her mother African American—Meghan Markle.Unlike Dame Jane, she was not born in Britain but in Los Angeles soon to marry Prince Harry and renounce her American citizenship. There is speculation that the Queen may give her the title Duchess of Sussex. I am intrigued. Here is a divorced, American actress, who has captured the heart of a British prince. Shamelessly, when news of their engagement broke I ate up the news.What inspires me about Meghan is what I’ve learned about her. Because she went to Immaculate Heart High School, the same all girls Catholic High School I went to in East Hollywood, we are sisters, which makes me a part of the royal family, which makes our gathering quite special and regal. Just go with it! I saw this interview aired on Good Morning America as I was leaving my hotel room last week, where teachers and students were sharing stories of her.How kind she is, how Meghan protected this girl from a bullying incident, how she has spoken out against racism and inequities, how she is involved in humanitarian campaigns.It is reported they actually committed to marriage this summer in Botswanna when they were camping under the stars in the African wilderness. Botswanna is a very special place for Prince Harry, it is where he went as a 12 year old after his mother Princess Diana died.Keeping in mind the conservatism of monarchy and royal family traditions, who would have known the possibilities of a Meghan and Prince Harry falling in love and receiving the blessings of marriage?



On Inspiration 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[That’s my older sister, mom and dad, and me. And that’s my daughter Keana Sky (22) and Tristan Blue (17) after David and my wedding ceremony in Rome, Italy, last year].Jane and Meghan couldn’t be more different. And when you add me to the mix…what do the three of us have in common?All three of us have had to leave our birth countries to go somewhere else. It’s not so much about leaving as it is finding your head and heart in one place (as referenced in Jane’s video). Come to find that inspiration is everywhere; it is global—the Earth our common home.As I think of Jane and as I think of how I’m well into the second chapter of my life, I’m beginning to understand the value of time—how discovery of “good” and “evil” play themselves out, how human beings can choose what to embrace and what to let go, how the urgency of time becomes so apparent when we finally know from our very core that some things just can’t be ignored and we can act, stand together, lift up humanity.And as I think of Meghan and how she’s creating a second chance at love, starting a new life in another country…with time on her hands still, and how she’ll be accepted in her adopted country, I’m excited for her journey. I look forward to seeing what lessons will show up.I have hope for the next generation, for our children who looking back at us are laughing and looking ahead are inheriting a planet we are fighting for. Because of us, they know it’s worth fighting for.I’m inspired by each of you, for the commitment you each make every single day to do the work you’re so passionate about. I see our elders in the room and am grateful to them. I see the new kids on the block who are fired up waiting to show us up.Thank you for the inspiration you are and the inspired time we are creating together today.



rachelle.wenger@dignityhealth.org 

323.422.3825 
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Thank you 
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